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Rigging and Lifting

Duration 3 days

Target group This course is aimed at delegates who are likely to be involved in rigging
and lifting operations at all levels including the multi-task workforce.

Prerequisites None required

Objective •Designed to give delegates the technical aspects of lifting operations,
appliances and accessories. It includes a detailed explanation of the
relevant legislation and regulations, specifically the Lifting Operations and
Lifting Equipment Regulations (LOLER).

•The course also covers planning and risk assessment and includes
practical rigging scenarios which cover the performance criteria, range
statement and knowledge requirements of national standards of
competence. The successful completion of this programme will provide
valuable evidence towards a competence qualification.

Contents Delegates who successfully complete this course will acquire the following
knowledge and skills:
Theory
-Current Legislation and Regulations (Including LOLER)
-HSE Guidance
-Safety Requirements
-Planning A Rigging Operation
-Risk Assessment
-Pre-Use Inspection
-Installation of Lifting Equipment
-Correct Slinging of Loads
-Practical Exercises
-Erection of Capital Plant

Course Handout: The International Rigging & Lifting Handbook

Practical:
Exercises encompassing the hands-on roles and responsibilities of the
Banksman/Slinger via various scenarios (ranging in complexity) is
conducted at our purpose built Lifting Operations Centre.

Exam Delegates will be assessed against the Learning Outcomes specified in the
Content Section using direct observation and oral and/or written questions
as appropriate. Delegates will be required to undertake a written test at
the beginning and end of course. The pass mark for this course is 80%.

Should a delegate encounter challenges to meet these Learning
Outcomes, RON shall provide additional coaching as an opportunity to
meet those requirements.

Delegates will also receive a NSL/RON Rigging and Lifting Logbook, this is



a record of lifting operations that the delegate participates in whilst at the
worksite. This logbook represents experience in Lifting Operations for the
delegate as well as their company. It is recommended that it is maintained
as part of the delegate’s personal development records.


